
Leveraging the Iot  
to Drive Campus Sustainability 
Colleges and universities spend roughly $14 billion on energy expenditures 

every year, but a typical dorm room is vacant roughly 70 percent of an 

average day. With the right sustainability tools, these expenses – both in 

energy and actual costs – can be greatly reduced.

The EcoSmart intelligent automation platform is a full suite of IoT-connected 

wireless products, from thermostats to occupancy sensors, that provide  

in-depth energy usage analysis. This allows you to develop and deploy 

targeted solutions that dramatically reduce energy consumption and improve 

operational efficiency with truly measurable results. 

As school operating budgets undergo increased scrutiny, and students place 

greater value on sustainability efforts, controlling energy usage has never 

been more important. 

Together the EcoSmart platform of wireless 

devices report data back to EcoCentral. This data 

is analyzed and results in real-time reporting to 

track progress toward total efficiency goals.

Installation is versatile, customizable and scalable. 

Telkonet understands no two buildings are the 

same and communicating over wireless networks 

offers flexibility, allowing for customized system 

designs that will work best for each individual 

customer.

How it Works

Most users see 
a reduction in 
energy costs 
of 20-45%
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updated gorgeous fireplace, new tankless water heater, new bathroom countertops, mirrors, wifi controlled 
thermostat, epoxy flooring in garage and etc. There is a bonus room with a closet and window next to the attached 
2 car garage which can be used as a third bedroom! Additional features include a front patio and a deck off the 
dining area, central Air-conditioning, forced air heating and skylight. The larger master bedroom has vaulted ceiling 
and new carpet. Windemere complex has many wonderful amenities for you to enjoy. There are 2 pools 3 Jacuzzis, 
24-hour security guard, lap pool, swimming pool, and a clubhouse with pool and ping pong tables, racquetball 
courts, basketball court, gym, barbecue areas. Conveniently located close to Wilson Park, Del Amo mall, markets, 
restaurants and post office. HOA fee include water, trash, sewer, earthquake insurance, 24 hr security guard, basic 
cable with showtime movie channel.

Less than 20 percent of dorm rooms offer any sort of occupant 

controls, but competition to retain students has never been stronger, 

and dorm amenities are being increasingly scrutinized. There is an 

opportunity to increase student comfort in the dorm room while also 

automating energy savings. 

The EcoManage app assists in this challenge by putting the controls 

where students engage most frequently, their smartphone. A simple 

interface offers the ability to adjust the temperature and turn on/off 

lights or outlets with the touch of a button. So when a student goes 

home unexpectedly for the weekend, they could make temperature 

adjustments accordingly – from wherever they may be.

EcoManage makes it easy for students to automate their energy savings 

by entering programmable schedules and enabling geolocation triggers 

on their mobile device. When a student walks back to their dorm 

room, the EcoManage app will automatically notify the thermostat to 

begin heating or cooling the room for maximum comfort. Then when 

the student heads back to class, the lights will automatically turn off to 

maximize the energy savings. 

Analysis Reports

An always evolving offering, 

the app and network could 

also interface with:

• Appliances

• Lights

• Window and door locks

• Window blinds

• Panic buttons

• Weather alerts

• Campus communication

• Advertisements 

• Water controls

• And more 

The EcoCentral Command 

Center intakes all the various 

data from the installed EcoSmart 

devices and analyzes that data 

to provide detailed reports 

on energy usage to allow 

for adjustments to facilities 

management and behavioral 

change. Reports can also be 

shared with students to show 

how their behavior translates 

into energy used.

EcoManage App

Reports that are especially helpful include:

•  Excessive Run Time: This report shows a dot for each room that 

varies in size based on energy usage. This provides quick insights to 

help identify potential maintenance needs or usage discussions.

•  Room Savings Report: A report that identifies which rooms 

are performing best, allowing the facilities team to analyze 

circumstances for the success, in an effort to duplicate elsewhere.

•  Site Savings Report: An overview across the entire system of 

energy consumption and cost savings analysis. A great tool to share 

with leadership to show the success of sustainability efforts. 

For more information contact a 
Green Energy Solutions representative

ContactUs.ges@gmail.com or call 708-672-1900
www.GoGreenEnergySolution.com




